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Kroon-Oil Coolant SP 15+

Description

Coolant SP 15+ is a ready-to-use, premium, Long Life coolant with frost protection down to -38°C. The advanced OAT additive 
technology guarantees excellent and long-lasting corrosion protection, as well as long-term stability. This product has a very high acid-
neutralising capacity, allowing very long change intervals. Unique additives also neutralise the negative effects of flux residue that 
occurs during the production process of aluminium radiators. Coolant SP 15+ is completely free of nitrites, borates and 2-ethylhexanoic 
acid (2-EHA). 

Application

Coolant SP 15+ is a modern, ready-to-use, orange, Long Life coolant. The product is specifically developed for the modern cooling 
systems of "Heavy-Duty" diesel engines in trucks, buses, agricultural vehicles, earth-moving machinery and industrial vehicles. This 
product is also suitable for passenger vehicles and other vehicles that require one of the specified quality levels below. 

Specifications

ASTM D3306-20 / D6210-17

CNH MAT 3624 / 3724

DAF 74002

Detroit Diesel DFS 93 K217

Deutz DQC CB-14

DTFR 29D110

Ford WSS-M97B44-D

GM GMW 3420

Komatsu 07.892

Jaguar Land Rover STJLR.03.5212

MAN 324 Typ SNF

MB 326.3

Voith

Volvo VCS-2

Typicals

Density at 15 °C, kg/l 1,070

pH - value 8,4

Available packagings

37382
1 L bottle

37383
5 L can

37384
20 L can

37385
60 L drum

37386
208 L drum

37387
1000 L IBC

The data mentioned in this product information sheet is meant to enable the reader to orientate himself about the properties and possible applications of our products. Although this overview is composed 
with all possible care on the stated date, the compiler does not accept any liability for damages caused by incompleteness and/or inaccuracies in this information, especially when these are caused by 
obvious typing errors. The terms of delivery of the supplier apply to all product supplies. The reader is advised, especially for critical applications, to make the final product choice in consultation with the 
supplier. Due to continual product research and development, the information contained herein is subject to changes without notification.
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